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SEVENTH   GRADE   COURSE   REQUEST   
2021-2022   

  
STUDENT   NAME   _________________________________________   

  
  

 ▢   4057      English   7 ▢    ADV   Block     (must   be   taken   together)     
▢   5457      Geography   7   1117 Advanced    English   7   
▢   4217      Literature   7   1157  Advanced   Geography   
▢   1147      Life   Science   7     9821   Advanced   Literature   7   
▢   1127      Math   7 ▢   5121      Advanced   Life   Science   7   

  ▢   4717      Advanced   Pre-Algebra   7   
  

LIFE   LINK   CLASSES:   
Life   Link   classes   are   elective   classes   designed   to   enhance   student   learning,   giving   students   an   opportunity   to   
explore   a   variety   of   interests.     While   our   goal   is   to   provide   students   with   their   top   4   choices,   those   
choices   are   not   guaranteed.    To   ensure   the   best   chance   to   receive   all   4   of   your   top   choices   turn   in   your   
demographic   form   completed   and   on   time   to   your   grade   level   counselor.     
    

Select   the   following   classes   you   would   like   to   take,   ranking   them   1-12,   in   order   of   your   preference:   
All   life   link   classes   except   for   band   will   be   a   semester   long.   
  

Yes▢   2932   Band   (year,   previous   band   required)   _____7056   Acting   I/Theatre   History   
_____2957   Choir   7   (▢   semester    OR    ▢     year) _____1137   Spanish   1   
_____4347   General   Music   _____8649   FACS   
_____2817   Art   _____9867   STEM   
_____2819   Advanced   Art _____8001   Computer   Robotics   
_____3325/3326   Girls/Boys   Physical   Education _____9695   Computer   7     
_____9757   Introduction   to   Agriculture 

    
*9851   Math   Mania *7061   Literacy   Support     
*These   classes   may   be   substituted   for   a   Life   Link   class,   depending   on   the   students’   State   Test   scores   and   
classroom   progress   in   reading   and   math.   
  

ATHLETICS:     Athletics   meet   in   varied   locations.   Parents   are   responsible   for   transportation   from   the   
specified   location   to   home.    Parents   are   also   responsible   for   getting   a   physical   for   their   child   at   the   beginning   
of   each   school   year.    If   a   student   is   not   passing   all   subjects   enrolled   in   at   the   end   of   the   week,   he/she   will   be   
placed   on   probation   for   the   next   one-week   period.    If   a   student   is   failing   one   or   more   classes   at   the   end   of   
their   probationary   one-week   period,   they   will   be   ineligible   to   participate   during   the   next   one-week   period.   
  

FALL WINTER SPRING   
  
▢   1023   &   1024   Football   ▢   1028   &   1029    B/G   Wrestling  ▢   1034   &   1035   B/G   Track     
▢   8991   B/G   Cross   Country   ▢   1030   &   1031   Boys   Basketball ▢   1036   &   1037   B/G   Tennis   
▢   1026   &   1027   Off   Sea   Tennis ▢   1032   &   1033   Girls   Basketball ▢   1045   &   1046   Boys   Baseball   
▢   3314   Girls   Softball ▢   1026   &   1027   Off   Sea   Tennis ▢   1068   &   1069   B/G   Golf   
▢   9861   Girls   Volleyball ▢   9048   &   9049   Boys   Soccer 

▢   9052   &   9053   Girls   Soccer   
  

  
  



  
SHAWNEE   MIDDLE   SCHOOL   

SEVENTH   GRADE   COURSE   DESCRIPTIONS     
  

REQUIRED   CLASSES   
  

ENGLISH   7      The   seventh   grade   Language   Arts   curriculum   consists   of   units,   which   include   writing,   writing   
style,   speaking,   thinking,   reading,   vocabulary   building,   spelling,   researching,   and   grammar   usage.   

  
GEOGRAPHY   7      This   Geography   course   will   focus   on   the   study   of   the   five   themes   of   Geography:    Location,   

Place,   Human-Environment   Interaction,   Movement   and   Region.    Both   the   physical   geography   and   the   human   
geography   of   the   Earth   will   be   the   focus.    Students   will   learn   how   to   identify   important   physical   features   and   physical   
regions   of   the   Earth.    Students   will   also   learn   how   humans   interact   with   and   impact   the   Earth   and   each   other.     
  

 LIFE   SCIENCE   7      Life   Science   studies   will   include   the   scientific   method,   tools   used   in   science,   and   the   
metric   system.    Concepts   to   be   studied   include   Earth’s   atmosphere,   weather,   and   climate;   space-focusing   on   our   solar   
system;   living   organisms   including   single-celled   organisms,   protists,   fungi,   plants,   and   animals;   and   heredity   

  
MATH   7      The   major   concepts   taught   in   depth   are   (1)   Patterns:    algebraic   expressions,   and   equations   (2)   

Number   sense/computation:    integers,   ratio,   proportion,   percent   (3)   Geometry-Plane:    area,   perimeter,   angles   (4)   
Measurement-Metric:    compare,   convert,   compute   (5)   Data   Analysis-Probability:    Sampling,   predict   probabilities,   
along   with   maintenance   of   concepts   previously   taught.     
    

 LITERATURE   7      This   class   will   explore   various   genres   such   as   fiction,   mysteries,   novels,   fables,   short   
stories,   non-fiction,   poetry,   etc.    We   will   read   silently,   orally,   and   in   large   groups.   This   class   is   to   promote   the   love   of  
reading,   stimulate   critical   thinking,   and   motivate   students   to   read   books   that   they   would   not   normally   read.   
  

-OR-  
  

               ADVANCED     PRE-ALGEBRA   7    The   seventh   grade   Pre-Algebra   class   prepares   students   for   Algebra   I   in   the   
eighth   grade.    The   students   are   expected   to   be   competent   in   all   operations   involving   whole   numbers,   integers,   decimals,   
and   fractions.    Students   should   also   be   able   to   solve   one   and   two-step   equations   and   inequalities,   graph   on   a   coordinate   
plane,   and   reason   mathematically.    Students   must   have   a   basic   understanding   of   slope   and   linear   equations.    Students   
will   skip   7th   grade   mathematics.    A   strong   background   in   the   concepts   previously   identified   is   essential.     The   students   
will   study   the   four   components   of   the   Oklahoma   Academic   Standards:   Number   and   operations,   Algebraic   Reasoning   
and   Algebra,   Geometry   and   Measurement,   and   Data   and   Probability.    Students   will   be   expected   to   reason   
mathematically,   develop   strategies   to   problem-solve,   develop   conceptual   understanding,   develop   procedural   fluency,   
communicate   mathematically,   develop   the   ability   to   make   conjectures,   and   develop   a   positive   mathematical   
disposition.     
  

             ADVANCED     GEOGRAPHY   7   /   ADVANCED   SCIENCE   7    These   classes   will   include   all   aspects   of   
non-honors   classes   with   the   addition   of   research   projects   and   more   in-depth   study,   much   of   which   will   be   done   outside   
of   class.    Tests   and   quizzes   will   be   more   rigorous.    Students   are   expected   to   work   more   independently,   so   they   must   be   
self-motivated.   
  

ADVANCED   ENGLISH   7    focuses   on   the   analytical   writing   and   language   skills   that   have   immediate   
relevance   for   students   across   their   current   courses   and   that   are   most   essential   for   their   future   work   in   high   school,   
college,   and   careers.   The   course   trains   the   writer   to   focus   on   crafting   a   variety   of   sentences   as   the   foundation   for   
writing   to   facilitate   complex   thinking   and   communicate   ideas   clearly.   
  Pre-AP   English   emphasizes   the   following   instructional   priorities:   

●   Valuing   evidence:   Students   value   textual   evidence   and   incorporate   it   effectively   in   writing   and   speaking.   
●   Noticing   language   choices:   Students   understand   how   writers   and   speakers   use   specific   words   and   sentences   to   

move   the   thoughts,   emotions,   and   actions   of   readers   and   listeners.   

  



  
Content   and   Skills   
Close   reading   
Evidence-based   writing   
Vocabulary   in   context   
Precise   language   
Collaborative   communication   
  

ADVANCED   LITERATURE   7    focuses   on   the   close   reading   and   language   skills   that   have   immediate   
relevance   for   students   across   the   curriculum   and   are   most   essential   in   their   future   work   in   high   school,   college,   and   
careers.    Texts   take   center   stage   in   Pre-AP   Literature   where   students   engage   in   close,   critical   reading   of   a   wide   range   of   
materials.   The   course   trains   the   reader   to   observe   the   small   details   within   a   text   to   arrive   at   a   deeper   understanding   of   
the   whole.   
  Pre-AP   Literature   emphasizes   the   following   instructional   priorities:   

● Reading   closely:   Students   read   closely   and   analyze   a   range   of   complex   literary   and   informational   texts.   
● Noticing   language   choices:   Students   understand   how   writers   and   speakers   use   specific   words   and   sentences   to   

move   the   thoughts,   emotions,   and   actions   of   readers   and   listeners.   
  Content   and   Skills   
Close   reading   
Evidence-based   writing   
Vocabulary   in   context   
Precise   language   
Collaborative   communication   
  

LIFELINK   CLASSES   
  

ACTING   I/THEATRE   HISTORY:   This   class   will   cover   the   basic   knowledge   of   theatre   history   and   acting.   
We   will   develop   skills   and   techniques   of   acting   which   includes:   monologues,   acting   techniques   and   script   work.   

  
ART   7    Students   will   create   original   works   of   2   and   3   dimensional   art   using   a   variety   of   media   and   subject   

matter   as   well   as learn   visual   art   terms, elements   and   principles   of   design,   and   the development   of   visual   art   from   a   
historical   and   cultural   perspective.     

  
ADVANCED   ART    Designed   to   provide   students   who   are   interested   in   furthering   their   art   education   with   

opportunities   to   do   so   beyond   the   regular   art   classes,   through   more   extensive   projects   as   well   as   a   field   trip.  The   
program   will   have   a   wide   range   of   activities   related   to   the   elements   and   principles   of   design.    Students   will   create   
original   works   of   2   and   3   dimensional   art   using   a   variety   of   media   and   subject   matter   as   well   as visual   art   terms   and   the   
development   of   visual   art   from   a   historical   and   cultural   perspective.   

  
BAND   7     (year   long)      PREREQUISITE   IS   SIXTH-GRADE   BAND .    The   seventh-grade   Band   is   designed   as   

an   intermediate   band   for   those   woodwind,   brass,   and   percussion   students   who   began   during   the   sixth   grade.    This   
course   continues   basic   fundamentals   such   as   proper   production,   good   tone   quality,   rhythmic   accuracy   and   general   
musicianship.   Students   will   have   an   opportunity   to   participate   in   honor   bands   and   solo   and   ensemble   festivals.   They  
will   also   attend   a   state   band   contest.    INSTRUMENT   IS   REQUIRED   

  
CHOIR   7    This   class   builds   on   the   skills   and   knowledge   achieved   in   previous   music   classes.    Equipping   the   

students   with   the   ability   to   read   music   is   an   important   goal   of   this   class.    The   class   is   performance-oriented,   with   
several   required   performances   throughout   the   year.      

  
COMPUTER   7     -    Google   Docs   is   now   the   most   popular   form   of   internet   communication.    This   course   allows   

the   student   to   access   their   files   anywhere   that   has   internet   capability   and   can   be   used   in   other   classes   as   well.   It   
provides   step-by-step   directions   that   allow   students   to   create,   access   and   collaborate   on:   

*   Word   processing   documents   

  



  
*   Spreadsheets   
*   Forms   
*   Drawings   
*   Presentations   

  
COMPUTER   ROBOTICS    will   be   a   class   focused   on   STEM   foundations   including   Robotics,   Technology,   

Engineering   and   Mechanics.    Students   in   this   class   will   learn   how   to   write   computer   program   language   and   apply   that   
knowledge   to   robots.   

    
FACS   (FAMILY   AND   CONSUMER   SCIENCE)   7    This   class   will   include   relationships,   physical   

development   and   reproductive   health,   wellness,   taking   care   of   children,   and   cooking   basics   during   food   labs.   
  

GENERAL   MUSIC   7    This   class   will   focus   on   learning   the   basics   of   music   theory.    It   will   review   some   of   the   
concepts   of   music   learned   in   previous   music   classes   and   add   to   those   with   more   specific   concepts.    Students   will   be   
involved   in   music   activities   including   singing   and   playing   instruments   to   reinforce   the   concepts   being   taught.   
  

INTRODUCTION   TO   AGRICULTURE    This   is   a   semester   long   course   that   is   designed   to   introduce   
7 th  grade   students   to   Agriculture   Education   and   the   FFA   Organization.   Students   will   be   taking   part   in   classroom   and   
laboratory   work   in   the   areas   of   Plant/Animal   Science.   

PHYSICAL   EDUCATION   7    Seventh   grade   physical   education   is   geared   towards   large   group   activities,   
games,   and   physical   fitness.   In   this   course   we   will   build   on   what   skills   and   knowledge   previously   taught.   Good   
sportsmanship,   fair   play,   and   responsibility   are   emphasized   daily.   A   two-week   unit   of   archery   will   be   taught.    Dressing   
out   and   participating   is   a   requirement.     

  
SPANISH   1    Seventh   grade   Spanish   is   part   of   the   sequential   language   program,   which   began   in   elementary   

school.    The   course   objective   is   the   development   of   listening,   speaking,   reading   &   writing   skills.    Students   will   learn   
about   the   people   and   culture   of   the   Spanish-speaking   world.    They   will   demonstrate   understanding   of   the   concept   of   
culture   through   comparisons   of   cultures   studied   and   their   own.    The   class   will   also   reinforce   and   further   their   
knowledge   of   other   subjects   through   the   comparison   of   ideas,   cultures,   and   concepts.   

    
   STEM   (SCIENCE,   TECHNOLOGY,   ENGINEERING,   AND   MATH)   7:   Medical   Detectives     

Students   take   on   the   role   of   real-life   medical   detectives,   collecting   and   analyzing   medical   data   to   diagnose   disease.   
They   solve   medical   mysteries   through   hands-on   projects   and   labs,   measure   and   interpret   vital   signs,   dissect   a   sheep   
brain,   investigate   disease   outbreaks,   and   explore   how   a   breakdown   within   the   human   body   can   lead   to   dysfunction.   In   
the   second   half   of   the   course,   students   will   have   the   opportunity   to   explore   various   technologies,   including   3D   printing,   
CAD   applications,   and   woodworking   tools.   
  

   *ATHLETICS    depending   on   the   sport,   meet   at   different   locations   for   practice.    Please   be   informed   
that    PARENTS   ARE   RESPONSIBLE   FOR   TRANSPORTATION   FROM   THAT   LOCATION   TO   HOME.     PARENTS   
ARE   ALSO   RESPONSIBLE   FOR   GETTING   A   PHYSICAL   FOR   THEIR   STUDENT   WITHIN   THE   FIRST   WEEK   
OF   SCHOOL.    If   a   student   is   not   passing   all   subjects   enrolled   in   at   the   end   of   a   week   they   will   be   placed   on   probation   
or   the   next   one-week   period.    If   a   student   is   still   failing   one   or   more   classes   at   the   end   of   their   probationary   one-week   
period,   they   will   be   ineligible   to   participate   during   the   next   one-week   period.   
  

  


